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Join tens of thousands of fans who

follow Hugo as he continues to fight
against the evil Raj and the Dark elves

that live on his planet... and the arrogant
captain of the "Dark Star," an infamous

rival of the time-traveler's universe,
who refuses to recognize the menacing

might of the Dark Star and instead
sends Darth Vader to hunt him down.

And now that the Dark Star has
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destroyed the royal home of Hugo's
planet, what will happen to the people?
What will happen to the people? There

is only one way to find out. Show
MoreImage copyright AFP Image

caption Women in Pakistan must sign a
document vowing to seek out and

denounce alleged rapists Activists in
Pakistan are trying to shine a light on a

practice known as "honour killings".
But the campaign is taking place in a
country where not only women, but

men are also given to killing each other.
"Now I am in a situation where I have
no one left to kill," says Muniza, as she

sits in a room in Karachi, Pakistan's
largest city. The killing has taken place.
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"Even now, after this attack," she says,
her voice quivering with emotion, "the

death penalty will not solve the
problem. I already have no one to kill."
Muniza, who is in her mid-30s, did not
want her full name used because she

fears her life is still in danger. She gives
a small smile and shrug as she says: "It's
the only choice for me, unfortunately. I

cannot live
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